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Abstract

A beach profile equilibrium model for perched beaches is presented. The model assumes that
wave reflection at the seaward and leeward sides of the breakwater is the most important process
that modifies Dean’s equilibrium profile model for non-perched beaches. The influence of wave
breaking over the submerged structure is also discussed. Several laboratory data sets are used to
analyze the merit of the proposed model for describing the equilibrium condition of a perched
beach. A good comparison is obtained. Results show that if the ratio between the water depth
above the submerged structure, d, and the water depth at the toe of the structure, h , is large,e

drh )0.5, only minor advance of the shoreline is achieved with the construction of a toee

structure. A considerable advance is obtained for drh less that 0.1. In these situations, however,e

resonant effects may result in an inefficient structure. The proposed model is used to provide an
estimation for the required sand volume and the associated beach advance for the case of narrow
breakwaters. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Existing approaches for shoreline stabilization can be broadly classified as structural,
non-structural and combined. Among the combined solutions perched beaches have
received favorable attention during the last few decades for the purpose of expanding or
creating recreational areas and providing more coastal areas for development. The basic
concept of the perched beach is to reproduce the existing profile to some convenient
seaward point and then intersect this profile with a submerged toe structure to retain the

Ž .beach in a perched position see Fig. 1 . This kind of solution can be cost effective in
places where there is not enough sand to advance the complete beach profile or if only
much finer sand is available.

The design of a perched beach scheme requires the analysis of both the submerged
structure and the perched beach stability. A reasonably large body of literature is

Žavailable for the design of emerged or submerged detached breakwaters Pope and Dean,
.1986; Ahrens, 1987; Vidal et al., 1995 . The hydrodynamics induced by this kind of

Žbreakwater have also received considerable attention Longuet-Higgins, 1967; Dalrym-
.ple and Dean, 1971; Sawaragi, 1988 .

It is generally accepted that submerged breakwaters influence the hydrodynamic field
which in turn affects the sediment transport processes in the local vicinity of the
structure. Several efforts have been made to determine the stability of beaches located

Ž .behind submerged breakwaters. Sawaragi 1988 carried out an experimental study on
the functionality of submerged breakwaters to control cross-shore sediment transport.

Ž .Sorensen and Beil 1988 carried out wave tank experiments to investigate the response
of perched beach profiles to storm wave attack. A more comprehensive laboratory study

Ž .was conducted by Chatham 1972 in order to determine an estimate of the amount of
sand which would be lost seaward over the submerged toe structure by normal and
storm wave action as well as the optimum characteristics of the submerged structure
Ž .elevation and width .

Field monitoring studies have also been carried out to evaluate the effects of detached
Žbreakwaters and the performance of perched beaches Silvard, 1971; Douglass and

.Weggel, 1987; Ferrante et al., 1992; Dean et al., 1997 . It is somehow surprising that,

Fig. 1. Definition sketch of a perched beach. The main variables involved are the water depth over the
breakwater, d, the water depth at the seaward and shoreward side of the toe structure, h and h , respectively,e i

the advanced beach width, D y, and the beach berm height, B .0
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although sediment transport processes, and particularly sand losses, have been a matter
of interest to numerous investigators, the validation of the equilibrium beach profile
form for a perched beach has received minor attention.

Equilibrium beach profile concepts have been widely used for beach nourishment
Ž . Ž .project design Houston, 1996 . Dean 1991 illustrated by several examples the utility

of equilibrium beach profile expressions for calculating the required sand volume in
Ž .different nourishment projects. In particular, Dean 1991 analyzed the reduction in

required sand volumes through the perching of a nourished beach by an offshore sill. In
this analysis, Dean assumes that it is possible to reach an equilibrium beach profile for

Ž .h sd see Fig. 1 .i

The hypothesis behind the equilibrium beach profile is that beaches respond to wave
forcing by adjusting their form to an ‘equilibrium’ or constant shape attributable to a

Ž .given type of incident wave andror sediment characteristics. Dean 1977 proposed that
the equilibrium beach profile shape depends only on the sediment size. Wave height has
no influence on the shape but governs the position of the shoreline. If the actual wave
energy flux at a particular point exceeds the equilibrium energy flux, the profile retreats
Ž .Kriebel and Dean, 1985 . Consequently, the modification of the wave propagation due
to a submerged breakwater should result in a modification of the shoreline location.

In this paper, the wave modification due to a submerged breakwater is used to
Ž .determine the shoreline location of a perched beach. The profile shape of Dean 1977 is

assumed to be valid. The paper is organized as follows: Firstly, the modification of the
wave energy flux due to the submerged structure is analyzed. The analysis is focused on
the relative importance of wave dissipation and wave reflection at the structure and,
consequently, the transmitted wave energy flux that reaches the beach profile. According
to this analysis, an equilibrium beach profile model, which takes into account the
wave–structure–beach interaction, is proposed.

In Section 2, a comparison between the results obtained from the model and
Ž . Ž .experimental data from Chatham 1972 and Sorensen and Beil 1988 is presented.

Once the validation of the model is shown, several results are presented in order to
analyze the influence of the different parameters involved in the required sand volume
and the associated added beach width. Some important conclusions are given at the end
of the paper.

2. Wave energy flux transformation on a submerged structure

The main hypothesis behind the heuristic equilibrium beach profile model presented
Ž .by Dean 1977 is that the wave energy flux dissipated per unit volume in the surf zone

is uniform. Assuming that this hypothesis is valid, the equilibrium beach profile for a
perched beach depends on the amount of energy flux that is transmitted over the toe
structure. Consequently, the design of perched beaches requires an understanding of how
waves are reflected at the submerged structure and how they are dissipated as they travel
across the structure-top.
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A large body of literature is available on wave transformation on a reef breakwater
Ž .see Ahrens, 1987 as a general reference . An important conclusion of these studies,
related with the stability of the perched beach, is that, although the submerged
breakwater may induce wave breaking, it occurs well beyond the breakwater crown
Ž .Grilli et al., 1994 .

An estimation of the structure width for the waves to break on the structure can be
Ž . Ž .obtained from Gourlay 1994 . In this work, Gourlay 1994 studied the wave transfor-

mation of waves approaching a fringing reef with a steep face and outer reef-top slope
gently decreasing in the landward direction. A non-linear parameter, F , was suggestedc0

for classifying wave transformation regimes on the reef:

g1.25H 0.5T 2.5
e

F s 1Ž .c 0 1.75d

where, H is the wave height reaching the reef, T is the wave period and, d is the watere

depth over the reef.
In particular, when F )150, waves plunge on the reef edge and the amount of wavec0

energy reaching the shore is small. However, for 150)F )100, the waves increase inc0

height as they cross the reef edge and then break by spilling on the reef-top. The wave
height on the reef-top can be as much as 1.2 times the incoming wave height and the
wave energy reaching the shore is maximum.

The distance of the breaking point from the reef edge, l , for this kind of wave wasp

found to be of the order of one reef-top wave length:

'l fT gd . 2Ž .p

The surf zone width, l , for these kinds of waves was found to be within the range ofs 'tworthree wave lengths, l f2–3T gd .s

'From Gourlay’s results, it can be concluded that, at least at a distance of lfT gd ,
the wave height can be greater than the incoming wave and the wave energy flux can
exceed the stable value of wave energy flux given by the constant breaker-to-depth ratio
gs0.8 for that particular depth, d. Furthermore, the breaking process will take a

Ž .distance one or two wave lengths to reduce this wave energy flux to a stable value.
Ž .This result agrees with the field data of Munoz-Perez et al. 1999 which show that for a˜ ´ ´

natural reef-protected beach to exist, the reef width must exceed three wave lengths.
According to these studies, it is clear that in wide natural reefs, wave breaking over

the reef limits the amount of energy reaching the beach profile and it is the most
Ž .important factor affecting the beach profile shape Munoz-Perez et al., 1999 . In most˜ ´ ´

cases of artificial structures, however, wave breaking over the structure can be neglected
since the breakwater crest width is usually much smaller than the wavelength and
breaking occurs at the perched beach. Furthermore, frictional damping over the breakwa-
ter can also be neglected and, consequently, wave reflection at the breakwater is the
main process that determines the equilibrium beach profile behind the submerged
breakwater.
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3. Modified equilibrium beach profile

The most widely used formulation for equilibrium beach profile was proposed by
Ž . Ž .Bruun 1954 and Dean 1977 :

hsAx 2r3 3Ž .

where h is the total water depth, A is a dimensional shape parameter, which depends
only on the sediment size, and x is the horizontal distance from the shoreline. Although

Ž . Ž . Ž .Eq. 3 was found by fitting beach profiles, Dean 1977 showed that Eq. 3 is
consistent with uniform wave energy dissipation per unit volume, DU , within the
breaking zone, i.e.:

1 E
UEC sD 4Ž .Ž .gh Ex

where E and C are the wave energy density and group velocity, respectively. It can beg

shown, assuming linear shallow water wave theory and constant breaker-to-depth ratio,
Ž . Ž . Ž .that Eq. 4 can be integrated to yield Eq. 3 Dean, 1991 .

Ž . Ž .Gonzalez 1995 showed that the correct application of Eq. 4 needs to take into´
account the variation of the available wave energy, E, along the profile due to processes

Ž .such as shoaling, refraction, diffraction and reflection. Several modifications to Eq. 3
Ž .have been proposed in order to consider those processes. Gonzalez et al. 1997 studied´

the influence of the convergencerdivergence of wave-rays within the surf zone.
Ž .Munoz-Perez et al. 1999 analyzed the effect of a strong decrease in the amount of˜ ´ ´

Žavailable energy, E, due to wave breaking in reef-protected beaches beaches in which
. Ž .the profile intersects a wide reef or hard shelf . Previously, Larson and Kraus 1989

Ž .used the dissipation model of Dally et al. 1985 to modify the constant breaker-to-depth
Ž .ratio assumed by Dean 1977 .

When a submerged structure is placed in a beach profile to retain the beach in a
perched position, the structure modifies the wave energy propagation along the profile
and, consequently, the profile shape. As stated previously, the most important modifica-
tion is due to the wave reflection at the seaward and leeward side of the breakwater.

Ž .In order to solve Eq. 4 for a perched beach, the beach profile is divided into three
regions as shown in Fig. 2.

Region 1 is the offshore part of the profile. In this area, the hypothesis of constant
breaker-to-depth ratio and uniform wave energy dissipation per unit water volume of

Ž . Ž .Dean 1977 is assumed. According to the work of Dean 1991 , a beach profile located
in front of a seawall can be adequately represented by a profile extending behind the
seawall as if the seawall did not exist. In other words, the reflection of the seawall, F ,er

does not modify the beach profile shape. Consequently, beach profile in region 1 is not
affected by the submerged structure and can be determined using the virtual x-origin
Ž .see Fig. 1 . This profile defines the water depth at the seaward side of the structure, h ,e

Ž .and also the amount of energy flux reaching it, F see Fig. 2 .e

Region 2 is the breakwater domain. This region is defined by the breakwater crest
width, B, the water depth over the breakwater, d, and the water depth at the seaward
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Fig. 2. Definition sketch of the three regions defined in order to solve the energy flux problem. Transmitted
Ž .energy flux F and water depth at the shoreward side h are solved using an iterative process Appendix Ai i

and values of known data F , d, and h .e e

Žand shoreward side, h and h , respectively. The above mentioned parameters B, d, h ,e i e
.h determine the energy flux, F , which reaches the perched profile.i i

Region 3 is the shoreward part of the profile. In this domain, the hypothesis of Dean
Ž .1977 , stated in region 1, is also assumed. Consequently, the perched beach profile

Ž .shape in region 3 is defined by the parabolic Eq. 3 .
Notice that the perched beach profile is completely defined if h is given, which, duei

to the constant breaker-to-depth ratio, can be determined if F is known. In order toi

calculate the value of F , the energy balance in region 2 must be solved:i

F sF yF 5Ž .i e er

where F is the wave energy flux reflected by the structure.er

Assuming linear shallow water wave theory, constant breaker-to-depth ratio and that
Ž .only the oscillatory non-breaking part of the wave contributes to the reflected flux of

Ž . Ž .energy Baquerizo, 1995 , Eq. 5 can be written as:

2r52h sh 1yR 6Ž . Ž .i e

Ž .where R is the reflection coefficient RsH rH , H is the incoming wave and H isr e e r

the reflected wave height.
The solution for the reflection coefficient, R, for the wave propagation over an

Žimpermeable step problem, can be found in several previous works e.g., Losada et al.,
.1992 and is presented in Appendix A. The main characteristics of the solution are also

shown in Fig. 3, where the reflection coefficient, R, is plotted as a function of the
dimensionless breakwater crest width, BrL, for different values of the dimensionless

Ž .water depth, drh where, L, is the wave length . In this figure, the well-known featuree

of wave resonance is clearly observed. Due to this phenomenon, the reflection coeffi-
Ž .cient goes to a value close to zero for some particular sets of parameters drh , BrL .e
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Fig. 3. Reflection coefficient R vs. relative width, BrL for different relative submergence of the breakwater,
drh . Notice that for any value of drh , there is a value of BrL that yields no reflection so that all thee e

Ž .energy flux is transmitted over the structure resonant effect .

It is remarked that the reflection coefficient, R, depends on the actual value of h .i
Consequently, in order to solve R and h , an iterative process must be carried out. Ai

first estimation of h is specified to solve the reflection coefficient following thei

procedure described in Appendix A. This reflection coefficient is then used to obtain a
Ž .new value for h using Eq. 6 . The iterative process continues until R and h converge.i i

Fig. 4. Relative depths h rh vs. relative crest submergence, drh for different relative width, BrL.i e e

Resonant effects are clearly observed for small drh values and large values of BrL.e
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Table 1
Ž .Comparison between the laboratory data results of Chatham 1972 and present model

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h m d m h m T s L m B m BrL drh drh drhe i e i i
Ž . Ž .measured calculated

5.72 3.43 5.55 7.0 50.2 2.3 0.046 0.600 0.610 0.606
8.23 5.72 8.19 7.0 55.8 2.3 0.041 0.695 0.698 0.697
7.10 4.60 7.00 7.9 60.9 2.3 0.038 0.648 0.657 0.651
6.28 3.43 6.20 10.0 75.2 2.3 0.031 0.546 0.553 0.551
7.43 6.63 7.35 10.0 81.1 2.3 0.028 0.892 0.902 0.892
6.29 3.43 6.10 16.0 123.6 2.3 0.019 0.545 0.562 0.548
7.43 7.20 7.35 16.0 133.9 2.3 0.017 0.969 0.980 0.969

Using the above mentioned procedure, in Fig. 4 the values of the water depth ratio
h rh are plotted vs. the dimensionless water depth, drh , for different breakwater cresti e e

widths, BrL. From Fig. 4, it can be concluded that for dimensionless water depths drhe

greater than 0.5 minor benefits are achieved with the construction of a submerged
Ž .breakwater h ;h . A considerable reduction in h rh is obtained for drh less thati e i e e

drh -0.1. In this area, however, resonance effects may modify this picture resulting ine

an inefficient structure.

4. Laboratory data

Ž .Several laboratory data sets can be used in order to analyze the merit of Eq. 6 for
Ž .describing the equilibrium condition of a perched beach. Chatham 1972 carried out

two-dimensional studies to determine the amount of sand which would be lost seaward
over the submerged toe structure by normal and storm wave action. The model beach
was subjected to test waves until equilibrium was reached for a wide range of wave
conditions. The values of parameters tested are listed in Table 1. Calculated values of
the ratio drh are also presented in Table 1.i

Ž .Sorensen and Beil 1988 conducted two-dimensional experiments of perched beach
profile response to storm waves. Five test cases were investigated. The first consisted of
a nourished profile without a toe structure. The remaining four cases were perched beach
conditions with a sill located at various depths. A complete list of the parameters studied
are listed in Table 2. Calculated values of the ratio drh are also presented in Table 2.i

Table 2
Ž .Comparison between the laboratory data results of Sorensen and Beil 1988 and present model

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h m d m h m T s L m B m BrL drh drh drhe i e i i
Ž . Ž .measured calculated

0.187 0.091 0.18 1.6 2.06 0.06 0.029 0.490 0.506 0.494
0.140 0.046 0.14 1.6 1.81 0.06 0.033 0.330 0.330 0.340
0.130 0.023 0.12 1.6 1.80 0.06 0.033 0.180 0.192 0.205
0.140 0.001 0.07 1.6 1.81 0.06 0.033 0.007 0.015 0.016
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Ž .From Tables 1 and 2, it can be concluded that Eq. 6 gives an adequate estimation of
the equilibrium water depth at the breakwater for a perched beach.

5. Model application

Ž . Ž .Dean 1991 illustrated the utility of Eq. 3 to engineering applications such as the
Ž . Ž . Ž .design of a beach nourishment project. In particular, Eqs. 47 and 48 of Dean 1991

provide an estimation for the required sand volume, ;, and the associated added beach
width, D y, for the case of a perched beach where the sand is just even with the top of

Ž .the submerged breakwater h sd .i
Ž .From Eq. 6 , it can be concluded that the situation depicted in the work of Dean

Ž .1991 is, in general, not feasible since the water depth at the landward part of the
breakwater, h , is not a free parameter but a function of the reflection coefficient. Ini

Ž .other words, h is a function of the breakwater geometry B, d , the breakwateri
Ž . Ž .location, h , and the incident wave length L .e

Fig. 5. Variation of non-dimensional shoreline advancement, D yr W with AX and drh . Results fore e

BrL(0.0 and Br W (0.0.e
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Ž .A simple estimation of the added beach width, D y, using Eq. 6 , can be obtained for
Ž .some particular cases. For the case of a narrow breakwater crest BrLs0–0.06 , the

Ž .ratio h rh can be approximated as see Fig. 4 :i e
dhi yas1y0.55e 7Ž .hehe

Ž . Ž . Ž .where as11.5 for BrL;0 , as7.7 for BrLs0.03 and as6.3 for BrLs0.06 .
Consequently, the required volume of sand, ;, is given by:

5r2d
5r2 yah 1y0.55e3 h hž /e ee

;sB D yq A yA0 N Fž /5 A AN F

2r33r2h Be
yA y B 8Ž .N ž /A 2N

where A and A are the native and fill sediment shape parameters, respectively, andN F
Ž .B is the beach berm height see Fig. 1 .0

Fig. 6. Variation of non-dimensional shoreline advancement, D yr W with AX and drh . Results fore e

BrL(0.06 and Br W (0.10.e
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Table 3
ŽComparison between some beach nourishment project characteristics from Ferrante et al., 1992; Dean et al.,

.1997 and present model
XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Project h m d m drh B m A W m D yr W D yr We e e e e

Ž . Ž .measured predicted

Florida 3 1.2 0.4 ;0 1 75 ;0 ;0
Italy 4 1.5 0.37 20 2.4 350 0.71 0.68

The corresponding added beach width, D y, is:

3r2d° ¶3r2 yah 1y0.55eh hž /e ee ~ •D ys y qB . 9Ž .ž /A AN F¢ ß
In Figs. 5 and 6, the dimensionless added beach width, D yrW for different drhe e

values is shown for the case of BrLs0 and BrLs0.06, where W is defined as thee
Ž .offshore distance corresponding to the profile depth h see Figs. 5 and 6 . From thise

figures, it can be clearly seen that if a much coarser sand is used for the beach
Ž X .nourishment A sA rA )3 , the influence of the breakwater configuration, drh , onF N e

the added beach width, D y, is minor. However, if the fill sediment shape parameter is in
the range of A rA ;1%1.5, which is usually the case, a dimensionless water depth,F N

drh , less than 0.1 is required for a significant advance of the shoreline, D y. It is alsoe

noted that a seaward movement of the shoreline can be achieved by means of a finer fill
Ž .sediment A -A , if the breakwater dimensionless water depth, drh , is smallF N e

enough.
Results from Figs. 5 and 6 can also be compared with some beach nourishment

projects. The main characteristics of the two projects considered, one in Florida and the
Ž . Ž .other one in Italy and reported by Ferrante et al. 1992 and Dean et al. 1997 ,

respectively, are presented in Table 3. The model estimation of non-dimensional added
beach, D yrW , is also included in Table 3.e

ŽThe different behaviour of both projects, despite the similar drh parameter drh ;e e
.0.4 , can be clearly observed in Table 3. This different performance is due to the much

Ž .coarser sand used for the nourishment in Italy D s0.1 mm, D (0.6 mm . The50N 50F

predicted values using the present model agree with the measured data. It is noted that
the value of W in the Italian case has been determined using a parabolic profile withe

D s0.1 mm, since the initial profile was not complete.50

6. Conclusions

This study has improved the equilibrium beach model for perched beaches. The
model is based on the assumption that wave reflection at the breakwater is the most
important modification of the wave energy flux reaching the protected beach due to the
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submerged structure. Wave breaking over the structure has been neglected since the
breakwater crest width is usually much smaller than the wavelength in most of the
man-made submerged structures.

Two dimensionless parameters have been proposed to analyze the influence of the
structure on the equilibrium beach profile: the dimensionless water depth, drh , and thee

dimensionless breakwater crest width, BrL.
It is concluded that the maximum advance of the perched beach shoreline depends

substantially on the dimensionless water depth. Minor advance is obtained for large
Ž .drh )0.5 while a considerable advance is achieved for drh less than 0.1. In thise e

area, however, resonance effects induced by the structure may modify the final picture
resulting in an inefficient structure depending on the value of BrL.

The model has been applied to provide an estimation for the required sand volume
Žand the associated added beach width, for the case of narrow breakwaters BrL;0,

.0.06 . It is also concluded that if a much coarser sand is used for the beach nourishment
Ž .of a perched beach A rA )3 , the influence of a submerged structure on the addedF N

beach width is minor.
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Appendix A. First-order solution of oblique incident waves on an impermeable step

The domain is divided into three regions, as shown in Fig. 7. The potential in each
region is:

`

yi q x iq x11 1 nf s I z e q R I z eŽ . Ž .Ý1 11 n 1n
ns1

`

Ž .yi q x iq xyB2 n 2 nf s I z A e qB eŽ .Ý2 2 n n n
ns1

`

yi q Ž xyB .3nf s I z T eŽ .Ý3 3n n
ns1

where:
2 2q s k yl js1, 2 and 3; ns1, 2, . . .(jn jn

lsk sinu11

ig coshk h qzŽ .jn j
I sjn

s coshk hjn j
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Fig. 7. Definition sketch of the rectangular impermeable step problem to be solved. One region is defined at
Ž . Ž .each side of the step regions 1 and 3 and another over the step region 2 . Incoming waves reach the step

from region 1.

where:

2p
ss T wave periodŽ .

T

2p
k s L wave lengthŽ .1n L

and k are the roots of the dispersion equation:jn

s 2 hj
sk h tanhk h js1, 2 and 3.jn j jn jg

Ž .RsR is the reflection coefficient, TsT is the transmission coefficient. R n)11 1 n
Ž .and T n)1 are the coefficients of the evanescent modes. Expressions for then

unknown coefficients, R , T , A and B are found by using the hypothesis that massn n n n

flux and pressure should match at the interfaces;
at xs0:

f sf yh qa-z-01 2 1

Ef Ef1 2
s yh qa-z-01

Ex Ex

at xsB:

f sf yh qa-z-02 3 1

Ef Ef2 3
s yh -z-0.1

Ex Ex
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For N evanescent modes, a system of 4N equations with 4N unknowns is obtained
after applying the orthogonality of the I functions over the depth domain to simplifyjn

the algebra of the system.
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